
We believe that there is always a better way. This spirit drives us to provide leading-edge 
technology, innovative and sustainable products, as well as best in class service to our 
customers around the globe. That’s where you come in – we believe our people make it 
happen. We provide a collaborative, inclusive and flexible work environment.

We are looking for the very best engineers – we are looking for people like you.  
We believe that diversity inspires creativity, gives us different perspectives on topics and 
drives innovative solutions for customer’s challenges and needs. Diversity brings new 
ideas to the table and helps us better understand our wide customer base.

Within Atlas Copco, we only know where the journey starts – where it goes is up to you!

Welcome to the  
Home of Industrial Ideas 

Don’t choose one industry. 
Open up a world of opportunities!

Manufacturing

Construction Automobile Aerospace

Medical Oil and Gas

Plus many, many more!

Every day, across the United States and around the world, products are 
manufactured, facilities are constructed, critical bolts are fastened and all types of 
gases are compressed and turned into energy. This might seem like a collection of 
unrelated processes, but one company unites them – Atlas Copco.



Dena Malloy
Engineering Manager

Maggie Smith
Inside Sales Engineer

Jenifer Enderle
Quality Manager

Andrea Zheng
Process Engineer

Why do you like working for the Atlas Copco Group?
Atlas Copco is a large, stable company with excellent benefits. 
Local employees work hard and are always trying to do the right 
thing for the company and the customer.

What’s the best thing about a career in engineering 
or industrial manufacturing?
You will be able to find a job doing almost anything. People like to 
hire engineers!

Why do you like working for the Atlas Copco Group?
Working for Leybold, a brand within Atlas Copco, lets me focus on 
the local opportunities and market but connects me with a global 
support system.

What’s the best thing about a career in engineering 
or industrial manufacturing?
The best thing about being an engineer is that there are so many 
different hats you can wear. For instance, I have a degree in 
Chemical Engineering, but my position right now is focused more 
around mechanical engineering and manufacturing. Engineering 
gives you a foundation for any discipline or opportunity you may 
want to tackle.

Lee Ann Hellums
Applications and Projects Engineering 
Manager – Water & Wastewater

Veronica Sams
CAD Engineer

Why do you like working for the Atlas Copco Group?
I came for the challenge of stabilizing and completing the integration of the 
acquired company. I stayed because of the people and my respect for the 
organization. Atlas Copco is a brand that takes care of its employees and 
customers. As an employee, you are encouraged to choose you career path and 
do something you are really passionate about.

What’s the best thing about a career in engineering 
or industrial manufacturing?
For me every project is like a puzzle. You receive a lot of information and have 
to figure out how it all goes together. My industry focus is environmental, so I 
need to understand more than the mechanics of the equipment – which adds 
to the challenge.

Why do you like working for the Atlas Copco Group?
Atlas Copco has a large worldwide footprint.  That allows me to work with 
many people from different parts of the world.  I get a world view of all of our 
product lines and a broad view of what all of those products mean to customers 
throughout the world.   

What’s the best thing about a career in engineering 
or industrial manufacturing?
I love the ability to think out problems. Asking questions and working on issues 
with new designs is solving a puzzle. Every product is a different puzzle. Some 
answers might be found by looking back at history, but many are new and have 
never been tackled before.  

Why do you like working for the Atlas Copco Group?
Precision Plus, a brand within the Atlas Copco Group, is challenging 
and rewarding. I am allowed a great deal of creativity across 
continuous improvement projects. I feel empowered to develop 
new projects and I am given the opportunity to engage my 
co-workers as needed.

What’s the best thing about a career in engineering 
or industrial manufacturing?
The opportunities for engineers are endless. My degree was in 
Electrical Engineering, however most of my career has been in quality 
processes. Engineering can lead to traditional design roles, but can 
also lead to many other paths, such as sales etc.

Why do you like working for the Atlas Copco Group?
It’s a global company, and there are so many opportunities for 
growth.

What’s the best thing about a career in engineering 
or industrial manufacturing?
There are so many different career paths you can take in engineering. 
For example, you can choose to pursue a technical career path, a 
managerial career path or maybe even one that is focused on sales 
and marketing.



Drive Your Career. 
Explore Opportunities.

Realize Your Passion.

The Atlas Copco Group
Unique, individual, stand-alone brands offering multiple, exciting career paths

Great Benefits of Working at Atlas Copco Include:

Melody Miller
General Manager

• Vacation, holidays and personal days
• 401k with employer match and automatic company contribution
• Employee discounts at partnering companies 

Check out www.atlascopco.com/startyourjourney to explore all the benefits that are on offer.

• Medical Coverage 

• Dental Coverage

• Vision Coverage 

• Prescription Drug Coverage

• Critical Illness Insurance

• Accident Insurance

• Life Insurance 

• Disability Insurance

• Parental Leave 

• Tuition Reimbursement

• Employee Referral Program

Why do you like working for the Atlas Copco Group?
Although I work for BeaconMedaes, we are part of the large 
Atlas Copco Group. Within our Group, our career aspirations are 
only limited by ourselves. Our company is multi-national which means 
we are also multi-cultural. We are not just innovative in products, 
but we are innovative in our processes, the way we work, and the 
way we think.
What’s the best thing about a career in engineering 
or industrial manufacturing?
The company I work for is not industrial; however, I think a strength 
of our Group is that we serve so many different industries. I have the 
opportunity to learn something new each day about our customer’s 
companies which helps us innovate products to serve their needs.

Across the globe, our Group has over 40 brands.


